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DESIGN A S PRODUCT

FEATURESCONTRIBUTORS THIS ISSUE

OF NATIONAL IMPORTANCE
Updates on National AIA requirements and the latest on what the 
AIA is doing for you.

eDianne Bates is a member of the LA 

Architect editorial board and has written 
on architecture and the arts for numerous 

publications. Dianne received the 
Columbia Region of Broadcasters Pace 
Award for Journalism and is a professional 

affiliate member of the AIA.

BUILDINGS OF DISASTER
Design as product is not always politically correct - look at Boym Design's 
architectural offerings.

7

DASHBOARD REFLECTIONS
Liz Martin continues her auto-based ambling and finds shape-memory 
eyewear and a glimpse at the future at the MAK Center.

S
Edmund M. Einy, AIA and Lou Zahropoulous 
collaborate on various design articles 
including the one in this issue. Mr. Einy is 

design principal of Lee Burkhart & Liu's Los 
Angeles office and Mr. Zaharopoulos is 
business manager at Puchlik/Dell Architects 

in Pasadena as well as a writer/novelist.

OUT OF BOUNDS
Deborah Richmond talks to design professionals along the periphery 
of architecture - all are women and all have had a great impact on 
architecture and interior design.
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DESIGN AS PRODUCT: THE INTERWAR YEARS 
Mitzi March Mogul examines the use of materials and form between 
World War I and World War II.

1 a
Shelly Kappe, HAIA, is an architectural his
torian and founding faculty member of 

SCI-Arc where she continues to develop 
programs and generate support for the 

school
CAL STRAUB: A TRIBUTE
Shelly Kappe remembers Cal Straub for his outstanding contributions 
to architecture and education, not to mention his general renown 
as a good human being.
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Elizabeth Martin is an architect and 

editor of the award winning Pamphlet 

Architecture 16: Architecture as a
rrans/affon of Music, and organizer of 

'Hard Talking in a Soft Room,” a series of 

discussions on architecture.

KNOWLEDGE BASED DESIGN
Edmund Einy and Lou Zaharopoulous consider the benefits of tradition 
in a modern approach to design.

22

FINNISH DESIGN: MASTERING THE ART OF 
DESIGN AS PRODUCT
Ann Videriksen looks at Aalto's life, influence and offers thoughts 
on design in Finland.

24
Mitzi March Mogul is a historian specializ
ing in the architecture and social history of 
the 19th and 20th centuries. Ms. Mogul is 

the president of the Art Deco Society of Los 
Angeles and serves on the board of various 

historic/conservation organizations in Los 

Angeles.

AYN RAND REAPPEARS
Dianne Bates finds an essay by Ayn Rand on stamp collecting - just 
in time for her recently issued 1999 commemorative USPS postage stamp.

27

R&D
Using existing materials in innovative ways is what Product Design
is all about. A collaborative of young architects have developed a multi-scalar,
multi-functional portable structure.

30

Deborah Richmond has her own practice in 
Los Angeles and co-teaches a course in 
design theory at the Art Center College of 

Design in Pasadena. 3 1END PAPER
The mid-century at the end-of-the-century.

Ann Videriksen is the president and owner 

of Design Communications, a public 
relations firm specializing in architecture 

and design.
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TRANSITIONS
Kim Day, AlA has joined Genster os a member of 

its aviation group. Day was the project mortoger 

(or the recently completed Ontorio International 

Airport while o Vice President of DMIM. 

5MP/SHG Architects has announced the appoint

ment of David Noferi, AlA, Bill Roger, AlA ond BiH 

Rostenberg, AlA as principots of the firm or>d Alex 

\Afafd, AlA, Byron E. Bronston IH, AlA, os new 

associates. Recent hires include S. Ross Bogen,

HONORS
The los Angeles Conservancy recognized 

seven exceptior>ol historic preservation projects 

as well as the contributions of council member 

Jackie Goldberg and the LACMA Boord of 

Directors at its 18th Annual Preservation 

Awards. The Egyptian Theatre in Hollywood; 

Fire Stotion No. 30/African American 

Firefighter Museum; Living Urbon Museum of 

Electric and Neon Signs; Los Altos Apartments;

AlA. Leo A. Daly hos expended its aviofion group 

with the addition of LoVem D. Roll^, AlA. Bovis 

Construction is pleosed to onnounce the appoint

ment of Donald W. Dreusike (formerly with 

Dinwiddie Construction Co.) to head its LA office. 

Morris Architects with offices in Houston, Orlando 

or>d Los Angeles, has odded William Maxwell 

Taylor, AlA os Director of Design in its LA. c^ice.

bin

I
 A Hailed by Robert A.M. Stern as the First major exhibit in America of new Dutch architecture, big soft 

I orange will be e>diibited at Form Zero Architectural Gallery from September 10 through November 7, 

■ 1999. Big: How do you build a single community of 30,000 houses? Soft; How do you keep the drug 

W dealers from the schoolyards? Oronge; How do you trodentork the result? Big soft orange showcases 
o select group of young Dutch architects whose dartr>g ond innovative opprooch is redefining the prac

tice of architecture itself. The projects presented are challenging to be sure, but they are also a delight. 
Opening reception: 9/10/99 at 7:00 p.m. Contact Angela Eienson 310.450.0222 for nx>re information.

New Dutch Architecture Exhibition

1999 DESIGN AWARDS

1999 DESIGN AWARDS AND AWARDS GAUA

□CTDBER ZS. 1999

Tfiis year's Design Awards program jury includes 
Hugh Newell Jacobsen, Peter Pran and Lars 
Lerup. The Next LA jury includes Margaret 
Crawford; Wes Jones; Greg Lynn; Michele Soee 
and Greg Walsh. The Design Awards and Next 
LA program hove been organized by Tim 
Vreeland, FAIA; Chris Coe, AlA; Bill Cornelli, 
AlA; Peter Grueneisen, AlA; Michael Lehrer, 
AlA; Chris Martin, FAIA; Edmund Einy, AlA; 
llaria Mazzoleni; Duke Oakley, AlA; Nick 
Roberts; Nick Seierup, AlA; Stephonie Smith; 
and Randall Stout, AlA.

The AIA/LA Design Awards Gala will be held on October 28, 1999 at the 
new LA Center Studios in downtown Los Angeles (former Union Bank Building) 
Honorees include:
Pierre Koenig, FAIA - AIA/LA Gold Medal
Bernard Zimmerman, FAIA - Lifetime Achievement Award
Richard Koshalek, Director of MOCA - Contribution to the Community Award
Andy Lipkis, President, Tree People - Educator of the Year
NBBJ Sports & Entertainment, PCL Construction, and the Los Angeles Arena Company 
- Building Team of the Year
Los Angeles Center Studio/Smith Hricik & Munselle - Certificate of Recognition

PROJECT UPDATE
Kanner Atchiteefs will design three projects for the 

City and County of los Angeles Department of 

Porks and Recreotion; Pocific Polisodes Gym, 
Community Child Core Center in Eagle Rock, and 

o Children's / Senior Center in North Hollywood. 

Lee Burkhart Liu announced groundbreoking on 

the new Goteway Building and Bettingen Surgery 
Center ot Children's Hospitol in Hollywood. MCG 

Architecture announced the groundbreoking for

Studio Plaza, a $32 million shopping center in 

Studio City.

REA Architects announced rfie completion of Pore 

Ridge, on apartment complex in Northridge. The 

Jerde Partnership announced the opening of o 3.5 

million square fool urban resort complex on 

Hokkaido in Northern Japan. The Model 
Partnership and Tishmon Construction have



SUMMER ACTIVITIES
The Annuel SondcasHe CompeHtion will soon be 

held. Organized by the Associates Committee, 
this competition contributes its proceeds to local 

scholarship programs in architecture. It is a Fun 

day at the beach and aside From a little friendly 

competition, scholarship progroms are always a 
good cause lor suf^jorl. For further information 

including date and entry fee contact the Chapter 

at 310.785.1813 extension 78.

1998 First Pi_ace - lapoe Team CATEeoRv by the Jerde Partnership • -WHa Needs Reservations for T>ie Getty.” photography by Greg PapazionI

Rancho Los Alamitos Interpretive Tour and 
Educationol Program; Royce Hall at UCLA ond 

the Union Center for the Arts in Little Tokyo were 

the projects recognized. This year's jury included 

William H. Foin, Jr. FAIA, Kevin Starr, Laurie 
Olin, Julia M. Bloomfield and Elizabeth Goldstein.

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF ARTS AND LETTERS

1999 AWARD IN ARCHITECTURE

Eric Owen Moss, FAIA has been selected to receive the Academy Award in Architecture - given 

to an American architect whose work is choracterized by a strong personal direction. Mr. Moss 

has created o body of work lauded for its provocative design, exuberant sculptural compositions 

and bold, idiosyncratic spaces. It was in the mid-1980s that Moss came to national recognition 

when he teamed with developers Frederick and Laurie Samitaur Smith to rebuild a series of 

vacant warehouses in Culver City which had become an urban wasteland. In over 20 projects. 

Moss has managed to transform these dilapidated warehouses into exciting office spaces for 

graphics, entertainment, film and computer software companies. Moss is currently working on 

projects in Vienna, Spain, Germany, New York, Los Angeles ond Culver City. Additionally, the 
Academy awarded the 1999 Arnold W. Brunner Memorial Prize to Fumihiko Maki.

RDNALD ALTDDN, FAIA: USD’S 1999

D I 5TI N B U I S H E D ALUMNUS

The use Architectural Guild recently honored Ronald A. Alfoon, FAIA for his work in 

strengthening the profession's role in shaping and enhancing the Los Angeles community. 

Specifically, Alfoon was founding president of the Friends of the Gamble House and found

ing director of Friends of the Schindler House. He led the design efforts to convert the his

toric Bullocks Wilshire building into a library for the Southwestern University School of Law 

- thus preserving a cultural landmark for future generations of Angelenos. A leading alum

nus of use's School of Architecture, Altoon received the 1999 Distinguished Alumnus 

Award during the May 18th ceremonies. Altoon is a fellow of the American Institute of 

Architects and an honorary fellow of the Royal Architectural Institute of Canada and the 

Royal Australion Institute of Architects. His work has garnered more than 60 awards for 
design excellence. Altoon established the USC School of Architecture's student intern fel

lowship program in 1977.Bog Timme. Ron Altoon and Grant Kirkpatrick

ormounced the completion of the Junipero Serra 

Building renovotion (formerly the Broadway 

Deportment Store building) for the State of California.

letter ol consideration should identify the principol 

category for the considerotion and verification of 

10 consecutive years of membership in the AIA. 

Send letters to John V. Mutlow, FAIA, Choir of the 

AIA/LA Nominating Committee.

has designed and built o ploy structure which 
Director Alla Kozovsky says will be donoted to a 

local preschool. Information on the progrom may 

be obtained by phoning 310.655.4028 or via 

email to: kids_studio@juno.com.SCHOOL NOTES
UCLA School of the Arts and Architecture has 

nomed three new members to its Board of Visitors. 
They are Aubrey Chernick, jerry Moss ond Paul 

Reiser. SCLArc's Children's Architecture Workshop

FAIA
The Los Angeles Chapter Nominating Committee 

is presently considering fellowship nominations. A
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CBniiiiuing Education uniis
Time is running out for completing your 1997 AlA CES Learning Units Requirement. AIA National has not strictly enforced the CES requirements 

over the past two years, giving members a lot of leniency with regard to completing required units on time. National has finally said ENOUGH! 

According to all information coming from our national office, members who have not completed their .B6 units for 1997 (which must include 8 units 

of Health, Safety and Welfare studies) by September ! 999 will in fact be dropped from membership. These units should have been completed by 1997 

year end. The AIA/IA has no control over making exceptions for anyone since this is a national mandate monitored by AIA National in Washington 

DC and the University of Oklahoma.

We hate to see any of our members dropped so 

wc are providing numerous opportunities for 

you to earn your units before it's too late. You 

can attend home lours, many different commit

tee meetings, lectures provided by AIA or non- 

AIA providers, self-study (reading books, 

watching instructional videos, engaging in 

interactive computer tutorials for CADD, etc.1, 

or by attending AIA designed structured cours

es We will have a fascinating half-day seminar 

on Friday, October 1 on Exiting Requirements. 

By attending, you can earn an additional 8 

units, all of which qualify tor Health, Safety, 

Welfare (HSW) units. This program has been 

offered at several other Chapters including San 

Diego and Orange County and has sold out, 

receiving wonderful reviews from attendees. 

LtHik for information and sign up in your next 

AIA mailing. We will also offer an instructional 

seminar on most often used AIA documents 

A20! and Bl41. This half-day course will earn 

attendees 8 units and will he taught by 

Mehrdad Farivar, AIA Esq., a licensed architect 

and practicing attorney. Look for information 

and sign up in the next AIA/LA mailing.

InCasBilflu'tB Ulondering lOhat Ihe Dm has done tor you lately
Though it may be of little consolation next time you're writing a check for your annual AIA 

dues, the organization's dues are among the lowest in the professional world. This is not to say 

that you should not get benefits for your contributions and hopefully the latest effort on the 

part of National AIA will ensure yuur return on investment. On March fl, 1999, the AIA 

launched a multimedia campaign, including television, print and Web strategies to enhance the 

image of architects. Richardson, Myers & Donofrio, an integrated marketing communications 

agency in Baltimore, MD, developed the $12 million dollar multimedia campaign set to run for 

an initial three-year period. The AIA worked with RM&D and Director Paul Vos of European 

production company Premiere Heure to produce two, 30-second television spots. Vos is 

known for his Mobil and Volkswagen campaigns.

While the two 30-second spots were filmed at award winning buildings in Chicago, the focus 

was not on the buildings themselves. Instead the spots emphasize how collaboration between 

a client and architect produce environments that positively affect human behavior. The first 

spKJt, shot at The Little Village Academy, a Chicago elementary school designed by Ross Barney 

Jankowski, features children learning and exploring in a variety of classroom spaces. The 

voiceover says: “As an educator, I wanted our architect to see this school with an 8-year-old's 

wonder. Could he create a launching pad for imaginations? Where the environment itself 

is a teacher. And boredom has nowhere to hide. This is more than a building. Miracles 

happen here.''

The second spot, filmed at the Blue Cross/Blue Shield headquarters designed by Lohan 

Associates Inc., features people working in a business setting. The voiceover says; “I told my 

architect we wanted a place that reflects the direction our business is heading. Could she design 

a space where ideas can't help but collide? Where the techi and the artist both feel at home. 

And work is what you escape to, not from. Bottom line, we consider this place our secret 

weapon." In addition the final screen on both commercials directs viewers who want to build 

on their vision with an AIA architect to the AIA Web site as well as to their local Yellow Pages.

Additionally, Senergy, a leading manufacturer 

of Exterior Insulation and Finish Systems (EIFS) 

is registered with the AIA to provide 

Continuing Education units. Sessions can be 

arranged and general information is found at 

800.221 WALL or at www.senergyeifs.com.

The spots air on national programs including NBC Nightly Ntws with Tom Brokaw, ABC 

NfiPi with Peter Jennings, ABC CBS Sunday Morning, Tht Today Shew and NBC's Today

StUurday and CNN's Ltrry Kin^ Uot. TTie commercials run in set time blocks with the first series 

airing in May and the next in the fall. The print campaign will share the same theme as the tel

evision spots and will appear in Busiuks W«lt, Forhts and Nmsieetk.
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U1New York Ciiy's Boym Design Studios claim their

miniature replicas of sites of tragic events, "Buildings of
£ S

-o Disaster," present a different, populist history of architec3

•XC C
SC sc

c ture - one based on emotional involvement rather than on
a

s E
>S >-
£ £ a scholarly appreciation. In a media-saturated time, world

disasters stand as people's measure of history and sites ofP

terrible tragedy often become involuntary monuments.E
1
5

The consecutively numbered collection of bonded nickel
i i
I? models of such notorious edifices as the Oklahoma City

IFederal Building, the Unabomber Cabin and the

Watergate weigh over 1.5 pounds and retail for $95.

O aiB
e

Less Boym is accused of bad taste, the firm also sells aA
E
>, collection of miniature bonded marble busts of “The

2Q
X

Fathers of Modem Art" which includes Mies van der Rohe
O CJt

and "Missing Monuments" bonded replicas of visionary3
a

architecture and liislnric strucltires tliai have beenI
-3

destroyed. The collection includes Singer Tower in New

York, Palate of the Soviets, Solomon's Temple anil Tallin's

aTower of the avant-garde.

Q

ct:

□
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Q1

MonumenU - 1996 Doym Utsc|{n Studios
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RD RenccTionsDRS By Clizdbeth dlartm••J3"

here's the riddle: Have oMnputers hijacked our destiny? In a cou

ple of years, Will I still be driving* my '99 Wolfsburg edition 

Volkswagen and getting 36 miles per gallon? Will 1 need to take the 

10 Freeway to work every morning or will 1 do everything from the com

fort of my own home via satellite? These arc some of the considerations 

posed to eight artists/architects by the MAK Center for Art and 

Architecture as the basis an exhibition and limited addition portfolios.

s
o

On my way to the MAK Center jSchindler House), I slopped by LA 

Eyeworks to check out a new product - shape memory eyeglass frames 

which mold to your face and then return to their original form when run 

under hot water. TTtough we're just a few years if not a few minutes from 

what visionaries and fringe thinkers are calling the end of the human era, 

it still takes the human mind's corKeptual abilities to create clever applica

tions for innovative materials and technologies. 1 was eager to get to the 

MAK exhibit to see what the designers proposed - designers who are 

artists/architects considered as products or brand names themselves.

amazement, I tuned in NPR on the carAfter leaving the eyeglass store 
radio and caught a discussion about the struggle between flexibility and 

compacmess as the wave of the future. Up-to-lhc minute technologists 

believe that smaller equals faster and faster is belter They predict that 

nanotechnology - engineering on the molecular level - is where our ener

gy should be put. Ironic I might add

Ironic because on the concrete walls with exposed wood beams designed 

by one of the most innovative modernists is an exhibition called Micro 

Space / Cjlobal Time: An Architectural Manifesto. Each artist / architect 

was asked to donate a drawing to be sold as a limited edition of 20 portfo

lios to raise funds for the continued restoration of the landmark Schindler 

House The exhibition statement reads: The future is envisioned in the 

design and experience of a live work space cusiomized lor ihc digital rev
olution A microenvironment that responds to social changes from the 

electronic era."

What does all this mean? ! for one struggle with the seduction of provoca

tive products like shape memory eyeglass frames and whether or not ! 

should be concerned only with practical frames that have specially coated 

protective lenses to filter damaging LIV rays thanks to a porous ozone 

layer. I don't know if technology will eventually carry us to such creative 

solutions as direct implantation in our own corneas, or prosthetic skeletons 

screwed to our bones,■ or living in safety houses in the -yanitary suburbs; or 

inhabiting Om x 9m walls, extruded envelopes or cmbryological volumes in 

the city I don't know whether to regard it as an invitation or as invective; 
whether it's inherently benign, treacherous or transparent. Of course, the 

entire issue pates against the consideration that 65% of the world’s popu

lation has no telephone not to mention Internet access. Exactly which side 

of the technological fence is actually backward remains to be seen.

RG.T.U.
Hodgetts -t- Fung
RE TV. explores the micro architecture of a device designed 

for direct implantation in the cornea of the human eye. If by 
seeing we negotiate the world about us, could we extend the 

environment to the virtual by means of an architecture that 

modifies "what we arc seeing" rather than 'what we sec '
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fl to Z PochetProperty ■Andrea Zittel/lonathan Williamii 
Conceived ot a piece of land, a habitat and a vehicle all combined into a 

compact and consomaWe package. Similar to a series of identical plots that 
compose a suburban neighborhood, the pocket property can be mass-pro

duced and identical units can be customized to meet individual needs. a.

yi'./

Coop Hunirielblau
Wolf Prix / Helmut Ssviezinsky

There is no solution lor the city. The vocabulary of urban planning should be in an architectural antique shop 

replaced by phantasms still to bo defined, which fluctuate and ilicker like a television screen after broadcast 

The development ot architecture is also furthered by strategies, which arc comprised by searching for lines and 

lields of possibilities tied together by chance, anti-logic and anti-authority, but the coincidence of systems - 

both as built space and as media space - becomes the basis for new designs and projects.



Creg Lynn

Embryological Space domestic and office space has been 

conceived as an assembly of independent parts or a kit. This 

interior is enclosed in a surface composed of over 2,048 

panels that are individually networked to one another.

Cnuelopes Neil Denari

With the whole panoply of ideas about the debilitating and 

enabling aspects of contemporary technology as a backdrop, 

our proposal has become a modest one, a diagrammatic one, 

a search for an idea between here and there, and indeed, 

between here and now. It could only become an idea about 

time and place, nut a place in tine.

lUorld in your Bones Vito AcconcI

W The understTXicturc of the microenvironment is screwed into 

■ your bones, like a prosthetic skeleton It lives on your back, 

I on your limbs, on your head,- it moves as you move. When
i.y

A
^ you feel some need, the plot thickens: the lubes slide, pivot.

and telescope out - you become your own chair, your own 

bed, your own vehicle, your own house, or your own office.

o--©—©—a

llJhatlUall? Eric Owen Moss, FAIA
The wall, in a conceptual sense, is freedom itself - limitless. The subject is the drawn representa

tion and technical control required building a design conception that is about the opposite. The 

essential question is the apparent contradictory relationship between an idea of architectural free

dom and the drawing control needed to deliver it.
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Urban Revisions:
"Current projects for the public real*."

Exhibition DesignerApril Greieani

Deborah 1 c h m o n d

1 i g h 11relations through

thethrough color.•• in this way I experience something much greater than

object.” These words of Ray Kaiseri a painter^ sculptor and later the

famous Ray Eames-i perfectly summarize the c r o s s - d i s c i p 1 i n a r y approach that

searches beyond the limits of designing individual objects to get at the

nature of design.

diiciblc clcmcnls swimming pools, patios, road markers, iheatnial fol

lies, hrillianl color, heat and legendary sunshine.

It is difficult to caii'Konze this broad Hroup of practitioners, even if 

their fidds of expertise are now recognized. One such field is colors 

and materials Often linked to and supported by other services, colors 
and materials experts tend to he multi-faceted, olfering graphic desiftn, 

interior desiKn. landscape design and even Web site design Cere 

Kavanaiigh of Gere Kavanaugh ’ Designs. Tina Beebe working with 

Moore Ruble Yudell anti April Creiman of Greimanski Labs arc notable 

examples Deborah Siissman and C.leo Baldon arc examples of individ

uals wht) have cobbled together iinir|uc practices to accommodate 
their particular interests Leslie Wheel of WGS/I.DA (Wheel. 

Cersziolf, Sellcs/l.ighting Design Alliance) was a founder and forincT

I rum the small libeiglass chair tti the Big Blue Bus. Los .^ngclc■s has 

witnessed the citation and proliferation <il unique design products and 

services lhai blend ilesign practices, push beyond limits, raid other dis

ciplines and invade the fortresses ol architecture In the late '50s and 

60s. Los Angeles’ alternative design community b<*gan to reconfigure 

the boundaries of design to suit its various interests and strengths. 

Today, with new professions like "environmental design,” ''lighting 

design and interior architecture, the boundaries have Isecn breached 

by the cross-disciplinary approach to creativity, materials and technol

ogy Conventional architecture labors under the iransieiKe and thin

ness ol l.os Angeles inorganic growth patterns. However, ihc-sc 

'peripheral practices have gathered bits and pieces of l.os Angeles’ 

fragniemed landscape of inspired moments into manageable and repro-



president of the International Association ot I.i(>htin^ Designers, a 

group ol filleen friends that grew into an organization of 600 members 

worldwide, lilsie Crawford was another designer who was influential in 

bringing together diverse interests in large-scale sculpture, architec

tural pottery, light lixUires, and furniture and store design to form a 

coherent practice. f:ach of these designers brings a diverse background 

to a field that could be described as '‘interior and exterior architecture "

APRIL GREIflAN
’'No thinking. If thinking, think nothing " This is April Greiman’s 

statement as found on her Weh site at www.aprilgreiman.com. The site 

begins with six images: Greiman, a snake, a hand, a backlit cityscape, 

a backlit desert scene and a flickering fire. There is a minimum of text 

to lead into the site, allowing the mind to wander through an alterna

tive symbol set. Greiman likes to speak in riddles at limes. When asked 

to elaborate on her statement (if this were possible without thinking), 

she explained her search to understand llie connections between the

oretical physics and spiritual paths. Through her readings of pliysicist 

David Bohm and spiritual leaders like the Dalai I.ama. Greiman has 

come to believe that life's problems are a result of too much thought. 

Greiman strives to move beyond the constraints of conventional think

ing: I'm most interested in Buddhist practice, but not practicing 

Buddhism ' This may be an evolution of an earlier influence, Ludwig 

Wittgenstein who said "II you give it a sense, it makes sense." Greiman 

has always been motivated by the study of two threads: spate and 

emerging graphics technology. She has alsti carefully and thoughtful
ly explored the connections between graphic design and space. She 

has worked with many architects including ROTO Architects, Barton 

Myers, Morphosis and Kaplan McLaughlin Diaz. She was recently 

honored by a commission to design a commemorative stamp for the 

l‘)tlt Amendment for the LI.S. Postal Service.

TINA BEEBE
Tina Beebe worked with Charles Moore as a student and later joined 

his firm in Lssex, Connecticut. She received her MFA from the Yale 

School of Art and Archilecture and tame to California in 1976 (with 

Moore). She also worked in the oflice ol Charles and Ray Eames, 

learning much from her great friend and mentor, Ray Eames. Beebe 

combines influences from all of these experiences with her own fasci

nation with color as a resident colorist for Moore Ruble Yudell. She 

also consults lor distinguished U S. and international architecture 

firms. Recently, Beebe has combined her love ol gardening with her 

design and color abilities to create gardens, both residential and com

mercial. She finds plants inspire her color palette and colors evoke 

ideas for whole gardens. According to Deborah Sussman, 'There 

only a few people that got into that particular world [Rays private 

home world of beauty and harmony), and Tina was definitely one of 

those people '

were

GERE KAVANAUGH
The fourth woman to pass through the Oanbrook Academy of An, 

Cfcre Kavanaiigh graduated in 1954 after designing her own program, 

a standard practice at the school. Upon graduation, Kavanaugh 

worked for General Motors Interiors, working on a design for one of 

the "Kitchen of Tomonow" exhibits In l‘»60, with offers liom both 

Saarinen and Victor Gruen, site decided to head west, During her three
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and a half years at Gruen's office, she became acquainted with Frank 

Cehry and Greg Walsh who enetjuraged her to start her own firm 

From 1965 to 1973, tlie three of them shared space on San Vicente, 

occasionally collaborating on projects such as the loseph Magnin 

department stores Kavanaiigh recalls that Deborah Sussman alst) par

ticipated in this collaboration, doing signage and graphics. 

Throughout the '70s, Kavanaugh pursued commissions which allowed 

her to travel and explore other cultures' arts and crafts. Working at a 

South Korean factory near the DMZ, Kavanaugh developed a method 

for achieving 52" wide, handwoven materials (previously only 36’ 

widths were possiblel which earned her the International Textile 

Award in 1970, The Koryo Silks were the first of several projects in 

which Kavanaugh was commissioned by large companies and even 

Ll.S and foreign governments to design not )ust the product, but also 

the process as a means to modernize local craft cultures tor foreign 

export. Kavanugh continues a busy and productive practice;

Presently, we arc working on designing an art gallery lor the city of 

Beverly Hills,- architectural color, interiors, sales/showroom and prod

uct development tor a major carpet company here in Southern 

C'alilornia, and on two major furniture lines.

DEBORAH SUSSMAN
Sussman's education reads like a litany of esoteric and ground-break

ing programs in applied arts. After her time at Bard 'where she 

received an honorary Doctor of Humane l etters in 19‘)8), she attend

ed Black Mountain College in North Carolina istartcd by loseph 

Albers), taking classes with John CJage among other luminaries ol the
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'5(K art world. It was at Black Mouiiiain that she became interested in 

the visual arts and ultimately attended the Institute oi Design founded 

by l.azlo Moholy-Nagy (now NT). It was here that the Kanies' came to 

lecture in 195.^ and asked C.onrad Wachsmanii to recommend some

one to help them with graphics for a summer That recommendation 

was Sussman

On July 4, 1953 Sussman arrived in LA and she never left Sussman 

“hated I.A for the first two years, it was like a graveyard compared to 

what It is now." Tempted to head back to Chicago, Sussman changed 

her mind when Charles and Ray asked her to house sit while they were 

in Europe Alter four years with the Lames’, she applied tor a I'ullbright 

scholarship and traveled to Pans but not before taking a trip to 

Mexico which proved very influential Upon her return to LA, she 

worked with the Lames' office on the New 'i'ork Worlds Fair, the 

Herman Miller Showrooms and IBM. On her own, she pursued interi

ors work and then did work for Bernard Zimmerman tor Standard 

Shoes. In l9ftH, she rented oHice space in the ollice on San Vicente 

shared by Frank Cehry. Greg Walsh and Cere Kavanaugh. During the 

'70s, Sussman did a lot of "dimensional graphics, ’ or graphics as objects 

tor retail projects including the Magnin stores with Kavanaugh and 

Cehry. She started doing way-finding, environmental graphics and sig

nage, and even a Rolling Stones installation for one of their tours. By 

|9S(>, Sussman established Sussman/I'rejza with her husband, Paul 

Prejza. In a discussion about the work of Sussman/Prejza, Sussman stat

ed that The Fames opened my eyes to the culture of everyday life. 

What we [at Sussnian/Prcjza] strive to do, is to do the language and 

the physical sign.'

CLEO BALDON
It used to be that only rich people could afford swimming pools until 

the invention of gunnite Pools used to be constructed like basements and 

built the same way. With gunnite, you could just make a hole any shape 

you wanted, line it with rebar and spray on the gunnite. Maybe we were 

belter oft before...' If anyone would know, the co-author of the recently 

pulilished Rtjlfcfi'oiis ou iht Poof- ( alijoniin Dtsi^m for Swimimu) (with I.H. 

Melchior, Rizzoli, 1997), can certainly offer some insights into the histo

ry of pool design. Her first design for a lap pool, one lane 8.3'x6' long, 

(half an Olympic length) emerged from a childhood memory of an irri

gation channel coursing through the landscape and her thinking "how 

great it would be to swim for a whole day in it ' As a graduate ol 

Woodbury Llniversity in interior design, Baldon has always had this 

tremendous belief in the home." It has been one of her greatest pleasures 

to imagine someone waking up and seeing her garden, or children gmw- 

ing up in spaces she had created. She eventually added landscape design 

to her repertoire because ‘when I did the houses in iny head, I didnt 

know they were done by three different people 1 did them ail.' One day, 

Baldon proposed a concept for a client's yard. The client showed the idea 

to the landscape architect he had lured who in turn was so impressed, he 

not only agreed to do it but also became Baldons partner.

At Woodbury, Baldon learned a variety ol design skills and applied 

arts but opted to take life drawing classes elsewhere in order to learn 

more about the body. She felt this was essential to good furniture 

design. She also drew on her domestic skills as a seamstress to "tailor" 

lurniuire, allowing her to experiment with overstuffed" pieces to cre

ate the ' two-hour sofa” When asked to design a spa, Baldon naturally 

conceived of the spa as

I

furniture under water “ and succeeded in
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being maniilauured by Zumalimia, Int Oawtord's chair designs, 

though never mass-produced, have nonetheless found their ways into 

museum Lolleclions around the country Irom the Whitney Museum 

and Pratt Institute to the California Design Shows curated by F.udorah 

Moore at the I’asadena Museum of Art. Crawford’s work was included 

in the L A Modern and Beyond' exhibit at the Pacific Design Center 

in 1998, and her lamps and furniture are held in the permanent collec

tion of the Los Angeles County Museum o( Art

patenting the contour spa. Baldon has worked with Calpcr Baldon 

Associates for over thirty years. Although working with both commer

cial and residential clients, Baldon seems most satisfied with her 

achievements in residential design. She recently completed a pavilion 

for a backyard in La C!anada which uses layer upon layer of wood 

details inspired by a recent trip to Finland and Russia.

ELSIE CRAUFORD
Speaking candidly about her mentors and mtluences, Cere 

Kavanaugh remembers LIsie Crawford, the wile of Victor Cjiiicn, as a 

woman with "an insaliahle appetite tor doing things and a European 

sensibility for arts and crafts ' Crawford applied her talents wherever 

they led her, from large-scale architectural planters to furniture and 

light fixtures. Crawford's career began in the I9^0s where she estab

lished Iterself as an exhibit designer tor the World's Fair. She worked 

on store interiors and has designed light fixtures that are currently

LESLIE WHEEL
In 1957 alter eight years struggling in New York's theater scene as a 

lighting technician and trying to become a stage manager, Leslie 

Wheel was offered a consulting job for Hilton Hotels C.orporation for 

their substantial interiors work Wheel continued to pursue both the 

theater and what was not yet known as ‘ lighting design until her men

tor at Hilton asked for her as a full lime assistant instead of a raise, a
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move which set her lighting career in motion “1 have always had the 

ability to see light as opposed to light fixtures. Light is the most fluid 

medium. My work is about sculpting and painting with light, it is 

many-sided C)n the exterior it is like painting a facade with light in 

Wheel left Hilton to start her own practice as a lighting design

er - still considered a luxury by most archilccts, By this time Wheel 

was one of about 15 people in the U.S. who were working in lighting 

design Together they founded the International Association ol 

Lighting Designers which now numbers over 5(K).

Wheel has worked for every major hotel chain in the world and on

every comment WC«S has also worked on a variety of other project 

types, ranging from the Gemini Learning (.enter in New jersey (with 

ROTO Architects) to the I’aramoum Studios Screening Theater in 

Hollywood (with Gentler). By 197.1 when the oil embargo jolted the 

LIS. into a repentant cower vis-a-vis energy consumption lighting
design" became a necessity for any large scale architectural endeavor.

According to Wheel, the advent of artificial lighting coincided with 

that of air-conditioning, which required plenum space above the ceil

ing plane and thereby allowed for recessed light fixtures. Lighting 

design is also frequently confused with electrical engineering which 

deals exclusively with the technical aspects of lighting loads and cal

culations and fixture selection based purely on quantitative needs. 

Wheel moved to California eleven years ago and has worked on the 

renovation of the Beverly Hills Hotel and a lorthcoming project |{)r 

Union Station in downtown Los Angeles. Both projects have drawn 

heavily on her theatrical background, creating dramatic effects to light 

up these landmarks at night. At Union Station, Wheel uses high-pres

sure sodiunT lamps to create the deep rich blues and ambers that con

trast and intensify the building's historic facade. In 1998, WCS merged 

with the l.ighting Design Alliance and Wheel has since retired.
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Design as Product
Prior to World War I, architectural design revolved around a basic plan 

TTre floor plans could vary, even the height, because the essentia) 

structural technology was understood. Whether the material was 

wood or brick, the design was for the most pan found in applied 

ornamentation rather than constniction. Even the most ambi

tious buildings were traditional in layout, window placement j 

and, of course, fabrication.
Innovative pioducts are often developed out of the spe

cial needs of war-everything from killing to medical 

attention of soldiers. Researchers work overtime to 

create more economical, more durable, more practi

cal Items. When the conflict is over, these ideas are 

adapted for more ordinary domestic affairs. Aside 

from its horrific results, the Great War produced 

many new concepts, materials, technologies. It 
also produced an international wave of relief 

that the terrible conflict was over and a joy in 

having survived. Big Business (always the real 

winner) expanded its empire and prosperity 
reigned- In Europe there was a need to rebuild.

In America, a population boom demanded it.

In particular, women became more active con
sumers and participants in business life. The 
new affluence and optimism, combined with 

these socio-economic factors called for a new 

means of expression. Architects, artists and 

designers leaped at the opportunity to serve a 

new, receptive audience.

The new art was fnire style. It was unencum

bered by philosophical platitudes or vestiges of 

morality or tradition, it had no ulterior motives - its 

main statement was "Ain't We Col Fun!" We now 
refer to it as Art Deco, a diminutive of the longer title 
£xftosffto>i dfs Arts DtcoraUj ft /nil«sfrif]$ MoJmtf - the 

French trade fair at which this form made its grand 
entrance. It is telling - but no accident - that the 

Exposition was intended to showcase and promote new 

products and that the name specifically refers to Decorative 

Arts and Modern Industry, Never before had these themes been 
so inextricably linked. Simply put. Art Deco was where art and 

everyday life coalesced.
Exotic woods, stainless steel, chrome, aluminum and glass brick were 

commonly used materials. New plastics and synthetics found their way Into 

jewelry and home appliances. Fabrics with opulent designs could be found on 
furniture and floor coverings, as well as draping the forms of the well-dressed 

Flapper. Lush ornamentation utilized flora and fauna,- stylized figures, sunrise patterns 

strong geometric shapes and foreign influences were hallmarks of (he style.
Architecture at the Exposition was essentially intended to showcase the art pieces, and were

Ceiling mural. Porte-Cochere,



The Interwar Years
themselves sculptural, unbound by the practical considerations of the real 

world, but it was the Americans who literally took architectural desii^n 

to new heights. F’erhaps the most important creation of the era was

k
lhe skyscraper and that too, was a design born of need - the need 

for light to penetrate the canyons of crowded cities Thus, the 

recessed, ziggurat designs which soon took on a stylistic life 
> of their own, even where there was no practical need. The 
^ skyscraper symbolized the literal soaring to great heights 

in the modern age.

The relationship between art and industry is com
plicated. Hveryday products of industry - automo

biles, vacuum cleaners, toasters, dishes

i
 small works of art. Mass production made it all 

affordable, and industrial design became part of 

the popular sensibility. Manufacturers had archi

tects design their administrative headquarters to 

reflect a sensitivity to the new fashion. They 

hoped that the public would see the company, 

and therefore its product, as modern and styl

ish. Architects were encouraged to be inven

tive. One architectural consequence was 

Programmatic Architecture, in which the busi

ness or product itself was expressed hy the 

architecture. Because of the affiliation between 

architects, artists and their use of the new prod

ucts and techniques which were often supplied 

by their clients, it is difficult to know whether 

architecture took its cue from the objects or the 

other way around. Advances in technology so 

permeated Society's psyche that Science Fiction 

became part of the popular culture and became syn

onymous with modern architecture.

As the era progressed, architecture evolved in 

response to world events. Attitudes, and with them the 

world of design, became conservative overnight The 

opulence and ornamentation was stripped away, along with 
references to foreign cultures. Architectural shapes gave way 

from vertical to horizontal,- buildings became heavy and blocky, 

with a monumental volume, evidence of the change in decorum 
from frivolous and decorative to confidence and stability. Modern 

modes of transportation, many developed through the war, became 

inspirational metaphors; Imildings took on the appearance of modern age 
machinery: automobiles, airplanes, trains, zeppelins and ocean linen. The use 

of imagery from industry and technology connoted strength, speed and impor- 
^ tance. Nautical imagery, aerodynamic curves and industrial materials created an

effect of movement. The technology of a steamship sailing across the ocean became a 

building shaped like a steamship sailing down the street. Part of the reason for this change 

was the lack of nrx crucial prodiRt money. After the VX'all Street Crash, Big Business became more 

cautious and architects had to create ways to build distiiKtive structures on ever-shrinking budgets.

became
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pwrfctl backdrop, and before long, the city itself became the product
The relationship between architecture, commerce and consumers 

remains complex, but despite the increasing sophistication of technolo

gy and tools in recent years, there is no longer a visual, material rela

tionship between industry and architecture. Computers, and advances in 

construction, have directed attention on the science of building rather 

than the art of building. Although there are fine contemporary struc
tures, objectively, it has been years since architecture reflected a shared 
point of view, expressed a unity of design, or symbolized human ambi

tion and progress.
Part of the job of a historian is to analyze what buildings say about 

society. As the millennium approaches, perhaps we will all examine our 

goals and ideals so that we might redefine what we produce. That would 

surely mark A Century of Progress.

Perhaps the product which had the most significant - and lasting - 

impact on architecture was The Movies. Many architects, designers, and 

artists worked at times for the studios, so cinematic quality became part 

of their creative working process. The line between "reel life" and "real 

life" became obscured as architects moved between the world of make- 

believe and the structures which catered to the illusion that the world 

was make-believe Movie Palaces, designed by some of the most impor

tant architects of the Twentieth Century, were the ultimate showcase for 

the product of the studios - wholesale dreams.
In architecture, fantasies became realities. In Los Angeles, architects 

employed a variety of designs and devices which they felt reflected the 

romance of the city. Exotic foreign, vernacular and fantasy idioms were 

employed, dominating the streetscape with illusion. Elegant, sophisti

cated, glamorous buildings fostered the ambiance. Because of its rich 

combination of qualities and characteristics, Los Angeles provided the

L
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C
in laitT years, he inaugurated a class called "World Architecture," open 

to non-Architecture majors. It became a large lecture class with several 

hundred students. Straub showed slides from his travels and talked about 

great architecture ol the world with his usual enthusiasm. It soon became 

the most popular class on campus- A Chair has been endowed in his 

name to continue this class in his memory.
Straub came to MOCA to keynote the conference which accompa

nied the exhibit, "Blueprints for 

Modern Living, History & l.egacy 

of the Case Study Houses." 

While reminiscing for an appre

ciative audience, he gave evi

dence that he still had great 

memories and enthusiasm and for 

having practiced here and that 

L A. in the I950's was an exciting 

place to do architecture.

In 1994, Ca! Straub and his 

partners, Conrad Bull III and Don 

Hensman were honored as distin

guished alumni by US(^ i’eople 

came from all over Southern 

California to honor them A 

memorial brought together hun

dreds of people at ASLI alter 

Straub’s death. Speaker after 

speaker told how their lives had 

been enriched or changed by 

having known Calvin Straub He 

was a masierhil architect, educa

tor and human being who will Ix' 

long remembered by those who 

were touched by him,

C.urrently, the Friends and 

Students of Calvin Straub are 
joining together to raise the funds necessary to create a memorial for Ca! 

and Sylvia Straub at the Phoenix Desert Botanical Carden. The plan 

to build a seating area for contemplation and reflection in the beautiful 

environment that Cal loved so much. The memorial will he designed in 

the tradition of "making cities good places for friends and lovers," one of 

C'al's lifelong goals.
All friends and colleagues of Cal Straub are invited to make this 

Memorial Carden project a reality by making a tax deductible contribu

tion of $50 or more to receive a .?0 minute video recording of Coal's talk 

entitled The Beginning of Civilization and the Birth of Cities." For a 

contribution of $500 or more, you may receive all three tapes of the 

series. Checks should be made payable to The Desert Botanical Ciarden 

and mailed to 1201 N. Calvin I’arkway, I’hoeiiix, AZ 8500K.

alvin Straub, FAIA, one of the most prolific and influential 

practitioners in Los Angeles in llic 1950s, died at his home in 

Scottsdale, Arizona on October 21, 1998 at the age of 78.

Straub used an exposed wooden post and beam construction system in 

his buildings that was very popular among L.A. architects in the '50s and 

60s. Not only did he help evolve the system, but he also was a popular 

professor of design at the School of Architecture, University of 

Southern California from 1946 to 

1961. His influence cm the work 

of a generation of students and 

graduates was felt in the hun

dreds of wooden post and beam 

houses built throughout the 

Southwest region.

Straub began his study of 

architecture in 19.?8 at Pasadena 

City C!ollege. In 1941, he went 

to Texas A&M and studied with 

William C.audill, FAIA He 

learned about function, user's 

needs, and contemporary design 

methodology, not just form and 

facade, as taught in the Beaux 

Arts system, out of which archi

tecture programs were just 
emerging. Straub returned to Los 

Angeles and USC in a Navy V12 

program, finishing in 194.?, 

where he received his degree

He began working in the office 

of Arthur Callion, the Dean at 

Dean Callion invited 
Straub to teach a class, and thus ^ 

began his life long involvement 

with architectural education.

With his strong, positive spirit, enthusiasm, sense of humor, charisma 

and love of architecture, he became a persuasive advocate for 

modern design.

In 1955, Straub formed a partnership with Conrad Bull III, FAIA and 

Donald Hensman, FAIA, two of his former students Together, they did 

some 50 houses including the well-known experimental prefabricated 

wood Case Study House, the only wood house of the 1950’s CSH pro

gram m 1958. Their work received numerous design awards and local, 

national and international publication.

Straub accepted a professorship at Arizona State University in 1961 

and subsequently the Chairmanship of the Architecture program. 

He also continued to have a busy practice, as did Buif and Hensman 

in Los Angeles

USC

is
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KNOWLEDGE based design
, By Edmund Einy,

Designing the physical environment lays patterns for living - pathways on which a civilization 

moves, stagnates or soars. A business or institution may value design because of function or 

revenue achieved. But in a fast paced commercial milieu, design can fall into a rut of merely

competitors - hurriedly concocting schemes that will be forgotten in atrying to out-fashion one's 

few seasons. Society as a whole then pays the price for fleeting, throw-away results - where even

builders themselves may try to get away from what they create rather than live and work in it.

advanced in their materials use, shape and 

development than any building constructed in 

the past 10 years. Metropolises like Los 

Angeles and San Francisco, where so many 

advanced technologies abound, quite often 

seem less inclined to apply these technologies 

to building designs - tending instead to substi
tute trendy cosmetics for lime-tested architec

tural know-how.

APPLICATIONS TlieKNOWLEDGE BASED DESIGN surgeon removing 
cartilage from an injured knee has ever 

improving methods to correct the problem 

and reduce recovery time. Growing and 

proven skill earn more respect and trust What 

has been unknown, nsky and subjective is now 

more known, and that knowledge is constant

ly refined using previous conditions and expe

rience. If we look at how buildings are made, 

the new windsuriing boards are far more

Wbai is it? It relies more on fact, experience 

and enduring precedents than on personal 

intuition, aesthetic fashions and transient eco
nomic formulae of the moment. In most areas 

of societal development, experience and 

research often lead the way toward greater 

progress. Think of transportation, medicine, 

law, manufacturing or information and science 

The medical practitioner reaches solutions and 

builds a knowledge base on prevuHis discover
ies and expenence, continually advancing the 

achievement level. The attorney uses prece
dent to inform clients of past results and to lest 

legal validity. Hut architecture can be more 

rootless, refashioning itself every 10 to 20 
years - yet recycling and thereby seducing 

itself into a strange stasis or even antiquity. It's 
here today, gone tomorrow, back to yesterday 

- and then stuck again,

WHAT CAN WE DO?
Unlike fashion, architecture and building 

are meant to overcome temporal differences 

and create environments that serve well and 

bridge across time. The better architecture 

and construction succeed at this, the longer 
our buildings live, the more value they pro

duce and the more they secure, support and 

improve our quality of life. This evolving 

process actually encourages and rewards 

imagination and creativity, rather than con

structing them, because it produces results 

that our more likely to succeed and thereby 

inspire. Recalling the words of Louis I. 

Kahn: "Poetics come from the assimilation 

of all the requirements of building, site, pro
gram. structure, sun and psychological con

cerns... A great building must begin with 

the unmeasurable and go through the meas

urable act... because in physical nature 

everything is measurable - even that which 

is yet unmeasurable. “

INVENTION The history of invention 
illustrates human creativity as a great and ever 
expanding continuum where innovations fol

low those that have come before. The bicycle 

today is lighter, faster, and easier to ride than 

ever Air travel in 60 years went from 

Kittyhawk to the moon. Such progress tame 

from continually building on more primitive 

knowledge, pyramiding our capabilities. 

Imagine such steady, focused, factual and inte

grated effort in architecture and building.
Cyding Devdopmeni from on Auto CAD 14 od*wtisement.
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Ristamalti Ratia’s creations auailable at Design Finland at the Pacific Design Center.
E Jarmo Hietaranta, Helsinki.

he Finns appear to have their fair share of design icons. Or one 

could argue that they have more than their fair share consider

ing the size of Finland’s population, which at Iasi count was 
somewhere in the neighborhood of million scattered among the dear 

icy lakes and endless fir and pine forests 
lust imagine, an architect from this small country would have celebrat

ed his 100th birthday last year and the world aished to celebrate him 

with lectures, retrospective exhibitions, books and other written 

accounts praising his genius and influence on world architecture and 

design. So mad was the dash for celebrations that the country of 

Finland had difficulty supplying enough knowledgeable speakers, fellow 

architects and historians to fill the requests for speakers to cover the 

history of this one man's life
Alvar Aalto gained worldwide notoriety and, in fact, is revered in 

Finland even today He set a difficult precedent for other Finnish 

architects who may or may not ever receive this level of appreciation. 

F.xamining Aalto's influence is the stibject of a recent monograph writ

ten by Dr Pekka Korvenmaa, research director and head of the doctor

al program in design research at the University of Art and Design in

T
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Helsinki. The book, A/i>«ir Aii/io Brtu’foi Akifmdiism iwJ Humanism, was 

published for ihc Ntuseum of Modern Art's Centennial Aalto E.xhibition 

and complements Korvenmaa's other book Finnish Aloiirm Doi^n, pub

lished last year by the Yale University Press. Dr. Korvenmaa considers 

Aalto's position unique in Finnish design history.
There is of course the obvious to consider: Aaltos superb design 

aesthetic, purity of form, the timeless quality of his furniture and archi

tecture, and the exquisite marriage of modernism with the natural ele

ments of the craftsman movement. All of this is clear to most students 

of architecture and design. What is perhaps not so obvious is the influ

ence ot the political situation in Finland at the time Aalto was at the 

height of his reputation, and the effect that politics would have on his 

life and his work. Finland, under the heavy yoke of war with Russia and 

Sweden, fought to gain independence and world recognition and to 

free itself from the dominance of two super powers. Part of Finlands 

plan to build up its international currency after the war with these two 

ft>es was a partnership the Finnish government formed with the coun

try’s major industrialists to back, produce and export superior design.

— Finland's designers thus became its ambassadors — adversity had chal-
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Icngcd them into the world market. Among this small group of archi

tects and designers were Saarinen and Aalto. They provided new build

ing blocks for Finland and their importance equaled that of the Prime 

Minister. In fact, the adulation of Alvar Aalto was akin to the kind of 

attention given to rock stars in America. The Finns of course were and 

remain much too civilized to raise their voices at the appearance of 

their idols, instead they would rise to their feet when Aalto entered a 

restaurant and remain standing until the master was sealed. Dr. 

Korvenmaa is convinced that no other Finn will ever again receive this 

kind of recognition. Legendary' cultural heroes of Finnish design are a 

thing of the past — no longer required to bring the country to its eco

nomic feet

Ristomatti Ratia, son of the founder of that other famous Finnish 

Institute of Design, Marimekko, shed light on the unique position in 

which Aalto lound himself. Indeed, on the unique position which all 

talented Scandinavian architects and designers find themselves today. 

To have the image of their products appear on postage stamps is an 

example of the respect with which design is treated in the northern 

countries. Aalto's famous Savoy vase has been the object of a Finnish 

Stamp as has Timo Sarpaneva's unique cast iron pot with the removable 

teakwnod handle, and Marimekko's striped t-shirt. Alvar Aalto himself 

appears on the Finnish 50 mark and in Denmark, the chairs of Arne 

Jacobsen, Finn Juhl and Hans Wegner have appeared on stamps of that 

country and in fact, so have entire architectural projects.

How has this appreciation and understanding of good design come 

about by the general public? The answer is so simple it boggles the 

mindl Manufacturers had the good sense, or were perhaps encouraged 

to hire the best designers to create everyday objects thus producing 

well-designed, quality objects at relatively low costs It's a built-in 

design education for the general public and one which clearly set 

a precedent.
Perhaps there was something of a savvy businessman in Aalto as well. 

In 1927, he recognized that he needed to be on the spot where the fur

niture was made for his sanitarium in Turku He was 29 years old then,

EED Design’s IlDkia cellular phone

flrne Jacobsen chair
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Rluar Ralto's three legged stacking stool. 
The museum of modern Rrt Rem Vork Design Store.

and had allied himself with a furniture company in Turku willing to 

work with him on the experimentation of his bentwood furniture. Luck 

was clearly on his side as well, when he connected with Mairca and 

Harry Cullichsen. The Gullichsen's became his clients for the much 

publicized Villa Mairea, but more importantly, Mairea Gullichsen's fam

ily background was one of wealth and power A family bent on modern

izing Finland, and a family who commissioned Aalto to design a num

ber of factory projects I fe found himself in the unique position of ben

efiting from client wealth, supportive industrialists, and manufacturers 

willing to experiment with his designs. Moreover, the manufacturers 

handled the marketing of his products and made sure they appeared on 

the world market. Aalto’s lurniture is still produced and distributed by 

Arlek ()Y Finland, although the crown jewel of Finnish furniture manu

facturing (much to the chagrin of the Finns of course) is now owned by 

the Swedes.

It is Ristomatti Ratia’s opinion that Aalto's great ambition to develop his 

career as an architect took away what w<Hild clearly have been a promis

ing career as a furniture designer. Aaltos architecture, never the less, 

became a grand platform lor his furniture Ratia has expressed concern at 

what he considers the over-protection tjf Aalto-designed furniture. He 

poses the question: why this strict adherence to the original materials? 

And, why not add some colored textiles to those famous chairs?

Ristomatti Ratia has served as creative director and vice president for 

Marimekko, designing numerous award winning home products. In 

1977, Fortunt Magazint selected a Ratia-dcsigned tote bag as one of the 

25 best-designed products in the world. A heady endorsement for any 

designer After Marimekko was sold in 1985, Ratia helped establish 

E&D Design, the largest industrial design group in Northern Europe, 

known primarily for the Nokia cell phone which is now the largest sell

ing cellular phone in the world In 1991, Ratia established a studio in 

the U.S. to enable him to be near the production of designs which he 

developed for Crate & Barrel and other major U.S. companies. He may 

have been keeping in mind that Aalto loo found it wise to move close 

to the production of his work.

GOOD DESIGN 
ON SMALL PACKAGES

DIANNE BATES
In 1971, Ayn Rand, author of The Fountainhead, wrote an 
essay on "Why I Like Stomp Collecting" "In stamp collecting,' 
she wrote, "one experiences the rare pleasure of tndependenl 
action without irrelevant burdens or impositions."

Little did she realize ot the time, that she herself would be fea
tured on o U.S. postoge stomp issued earlier this year. A copy 
of her essay is available from the Ayn Rand Institute in Marino 

was established in 1985 to promote her phi
losophy of Objectivism. Also available for study at the Institute 
are the Ayn Rand Archives - which includes much of Rand's 
eorly writing and correspondence. Of special interest are let
ters between Rond and Frank Lloyd Wright, Rand's inspiration 
for the Rourke character in The Fountainheod. Rand persuad
ed Wright to design a residence for her and her husband, but 
the project was never built.

Del Rey vdtich

The Ayn Rand Institute
4640 Admiralty Way 

Suite 406
Morina del Rey, CA 90292 

310.306.4925
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7023 1/2 Melrose Avenue 

Los Angeles. Cablorriia 90(06 

Spccisfeing in vinfage Herman Miller end Knoll 
furniture and California Chair original designs. 

7 days 1-6.

A4G N. La Brei Avenue

Los Angeles. Calihimia 3(036

Fun store featuring furniture from the '50s. 'EDs

and 70s. Specialiiing in sofas

750 N. la Cienega Boulevard 

Los Angeles. Caliitunia 30D^

A dedvited to TOlh century design, with an 

emphasis on flalfywixid Style.* Speciahying in home 

furnishings, accessones. art and vintage photo

graphs. Rentals available. _
Mon-Fri IQ-B. Sat 12-5. I

11 EaimiL
■ -ir- 453 La Brea Avenue^^^^^^^^^H 

Los Angeles. Cabfomia 90036 

Original antigue hardware and lighting l8SI]-fi70. 

Contemporary Hardware Gafcry 

7 days lO-B

8. Dff The Wall
7325 Melrose Ai^nue 

Los Ang^. CaltfonM 9D046 

Art Deco furniture and accessories, limiting, 

adverti^. vintage toys, neon. Americuia and 

menwabilia

Mon-Sat 11-6 and by ^pointirwit.

r
719 N. La Cienega Boulevard 

Los Angeks. Cafifomia 9(K}69 

20th century furniture and lighting

Mon-Fri IQ-6. Sat 12-5.

r/

sre m
7957 Mefrose Avenoe^^^^^^®—' ’f

Los Angeles, Califofnia 9004B

Eclectic mix of mid-century and Danish modern.

Japanese antiques, vintage steel and original

designs.

Hon-Set 11-6:30

442 N. La Brea Avenue 

Lds Angeles. California 3IXI36 

Patio and poolside hjmiture from the '30s to the 

'Nh. with an emphasis on mid-century and modmi 

design. aR mttmilausly restored. Outside also car

ries traditional furniture for interiors and vintage 

pots/bianters.

Wed-Sat li-B

f62 N. La Brea Avenue 

Los Angeles. Caitfornia 9DD3B 

20th century modern furniture, lighting and deco

rative arts. Est. I97B.

7 days fl-B.
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Crawford

748 N la CienedB Boutarard
7205+722? Beverly Boulevsrd

Lqi Angeles. California SDDE9

Art antiques and 2Dth century design Ifery edec-
'4&. '50s and 'BOs original vinlage furniture by

tic. Sales and rentals.
designers and architects Est I960.

Mon-fri H-5, Sat 12-5.
Tues-Sat 2-8 and by appaintment.

II. Retro Gallery IG. Modernica524 i/2 H la Brea Avenue

las Angeles. Cal^omia ^036

Art glass, mid-century accnsahes and furnishings,

A truly immense sel^tion.

Mon-Sat M-l. Sun by appointment.

^6 Beveriy Boulevard 

las Angela. CA 9D036

Mintage and new Mid-Certory furmture Also vsil 

our fl

war^use and shop where we represent Herman 

Miller for the home.

Mon-Sat. Il-G. Sun. 12-512. Russell Simpson Co.
8121 Melrose Avenue 

Los Angeles, Celifomia 9D048 

20th century modem furnishings, lighting ecees- 

sories and photography.

Mon-Sat H-G and by ointment.

17, DK
8303 W. Third Street 

Los Angeles CA 90048

ScamhnevTBn cran^. housewans and glass. 

Bodes on desi^ and architecture.

Tues-Sen.13. SonrisB
7B09 Beverly Boulevard 

Los Angeles. Galiforma 90038 

fintege American steel furniture for the home 

and office.

Mon-Sat H-G.

14. Thanks for the MemoriEs
8319 Melrose Avenue 

Ins Angeles. Califomia 90069 

Art Deco, streamline and nud-century design ik 
carry alt the best names in furniture. artwoHc 

accessaries and jewelry.

Mon-Sal 12-8 and by appointment.



multi-scalar
MULTI-FUNCTIONAL ENCLOSURE

CNCLaSURE WASMULTfFUNCTIDNALTHE MULTI'BCAUAR)

developed and constructed by the collaborative OF

AIA;Swift, Assoc.AIA: NathanAssoc.Gloria lee,

Krisztina Tokes, Assoc. AIA; and Bryant Yeh, Assoc. AIA.

Problem
for warmth and intimacy. Make the roomROOM enclosure IN A WAREHOUSE SPACEDesign A SMALL
AND THERMALLY EFFICIENT. INITIAL STUDIESLIGHTWEIGHT, DEMOUNTABLE, ECONOMICAL 

INCLUDED PNEUMATICS, TENSILE AND CONVENTIONAL STHUCTUH

TRANSPORTABLE,
ES AS WELL AS A COMBINATION OF ALL THREE.

Process
After exploring several options including a pneumatic structure, a folding

STRUCTURE WAS CHOSEN FOR ITS ECONOMY OF MEANS, STRUCTURAL ELEGANCE AND 

SIMPLICITY. THE PROCESS BEGAN WITH FOLDING BHEET8 OF PAPER AND GRADUALLY 

MOVING UP IN SCALE. FOCUS WAS ON READILY AVAILABLE, AFFORDABLE CONSTRUCTION 

WITHIN A BASIC MEANS OF PRODUCTION. BABED ON RESEARCH, COMMERCIAL

OF AN INEXPENSIVE, HIGHLY

SUPPLIES

NSULATE FOAM DR R-BARD MET THE REQUIREMENTS

STRUCTURAL SHEET ELEMENT. THE STRUCTURE MET INITIAL CRITERIA ANDIN9ULATIVE,

COULD BE APPLieO TO MULTIPLE SCALES ANDCONFIRMED THE BELIEF THAT IT

S ESSENTIALLY AN OPPOSING BET OF FOLDED RIBS. BYFUNCTIONS. THE STRUCTURE

A SERIES OF FOLDING STRUCTURAL PYRAMIDS SROTATING EACH ROW OF RIBB,

FORMED. THIS ALLOWS THE STRUCTURE TO RESIST COLLAPSE AS A ONE WAY SERIES

RESULTING CURVED FORM WORK FOR ITS OWNOF RIBS WOULD, AND MAKES THE

NSTEAD OF AGAINST IT. AT ANY SCALE, THE SYSTEM OFFERS THE SAME 

BENEFITS AND ADVANTAGES WHICH COMBINE TO MINIMIZE IMPACT ON THE ENVIRONMENT. THE

USED TO DO THE MOST WORK STRUCTURALLY AND

STABILITY

LEAST AMOUNT OF MATERIAL IS

NOT ONLY REDUCES THE NUMBER AND AMOUNT OF MATERIALSSPATIALLY. This

BUT ALSO SIMPLIFIES RECYCLING. THE STRUCTURE IBREQUIRED IN CONSTRUCTION,

TRANSPORTABLE AND EXPANDABLE “ IT IB ADAPTABLE TO CHANGING NEEDS, PROGRAMS

AND USES.

COMMERCIAL: RETROFIT FOR WORK AREAS, CONFERENCE ROOMS

LEISURE: CAMPING, BEACH

CIVIC: TEMPORARY HOUSING, EMERGENCY SHELTER 

TRANSPORTATION: bus SHELTER, TEMPORARY BUS STOP 

MILITARY: PORTABLE barracks; portable hangar AND btdrage;

CAMOUFLAGE AS HILLSIDE



world, .mil DNA is rcMiiirwIv rcpiitaicd Mass media lias moved from lei- 

evision In Inicmet and soon (now even) we will be able lo chtxk (Hir 

e-mail and receive laxes on tmi cell phones Some things are slower to 

evolve We slill have social ills bubbling beneath and ai the surface - racial 

imoleraiKe. lifestyle intolerance, children shooting each other, biological 

warlare seems to have leplaced luiclear holocaust as a wartime glofial 

threat and (suliticians are Icxiking for inteins in every corridor and 

oval oflicc

o
n a rexent visit to Oklahoma, I warned my family that i wanted 

to go "junking" for '50s furniuire 1 he response* was "whatever 

forr* and "you might look tnii in the garage " My grandparents 

garage did hold a uHipIc of treasuies - mid-ecntury pottery enjoying an 

end-of-the-century life as a container lor nuts, bolls and screws, and an 

All-Steel desk chair sitting at my grandfather's workbench where he sal lor 

hiKirs dismantling everything he owned that was motor-driven.

It occurs to me that the preoccupation with all things mid-ceiiuiiy is nei

ther coincidental nor can it he attributed completely to norma! consumer 

cycles. Rather, we seem to be looking in a ic'chnological, societal and eco

nomic mirror to find (Kirscives clearly reflected in the past One cmild say 

that the '5()s repre-sented the Amciican Renaissance This was the time of 

hiMindk*ss c.xploration and discovery - atomic energy, oigan transplants. 

DNA discovery, the first computer, the (irst fiber optics, television, mass 

meefia, space exploration, rwk and roll, abstract expicssionism, siilxjrbia, 

and the white collar worker Socially, much [soiled iK-neaih the "happy 

backyard barbecue" surface Race relations weren't, and politicians liHiked 

tor communists under every rock and movie studio. 1 he decade of the '50s 

was simuiiaiicouslv full ol optimism and impending doom. Sure, you could 

afford a h<Kise with a backyard and and maybe there wtHild be

enough room tor a nifty lall<Hii shelter just a seconds run from yixir 

hack diHir.

On the architectural front - nothing is hotter than a ( ase Study house if 

y«Hi can afford it. Among tl>c best sellers at amazon.com arc the reissued 
"Mid-Century Mmleni,' by Ciara C.rec-nberg, Omtemporary," by l.esley 

lackson,- "Soutcelsook of Modern liirniture,' by Ifabegger \ (Hman and 
monographs tor Iherrc Koenig, Julius Shulman, and Albert |-rcy. Just irv to 

find used copies of Arts ♦ Architecture* and if ycni do, yrni might raise an 

eyebrow at the prices

It is not unusual lor siKiety lo seek definition llirmigh the past and in fact 

that IS how we I'Hiild on lessons learned to move forward. As far as design 

IS concerned, we should he grateful that everyone is captivated by the 

punly and simplicity of Scandinavian ck-sign and American mid-ceniury 

design. lOkay, the thii*al ol (he Austin Powers' motil is then* and I hxik 

honihlc* in I’ucci patterned clothing, so let's not go there ) The iMac, 

Farget, the new Hectic*, and even Martha Stewart recall ilie inaiket cre

ation and mass production of design in (he 1‘>5tK Is it right to make con

sumption such an miportaiU part of <Kir collective life’ Probahiv not Imu 

II IS die way the economy works and we might as well make the pioducls 

Iseautifiil, allordahle, lunclional and ultimatclv educational.

Docs any of (his scxjnd familiar? Our cxnnomy is healthy and we aic* liv

ing IsettCT than we have in years. Oealivily is high and so is consumption 

Toda\*k home <;.slrs ,sre up, hal»•r^ .ul- bmimin#;. a laige .vuikiuKC is actu

ally working telecomimmicatirms and computing are redefining the




